disruptive
spaces for hire

Disruptive Teaching and Learning at Coventry University
Innovative Teaching and Learning Spaces
Project and Meeting Spaces
dmll.org.uk

disruptive media
learning lab
Situated on the top floor of Coventry University’s Lanchester Library, the Disruptive
Media Learning Lab is at the heart of the university city campus.
After its transformation from a library floor to an innovative teaching and learning
space, the Disruptive Media Learning lab (DMLL) now has experimental spaces: the
Grass (an open grass amphitheater); the Hill (open wooden pyramid); the teaching
room and three themed project rooms called Circles, Wood and Curves.
The DMLL is a cross-university experimental unit comprising of academics, learning
technologists, subject librarians, educational developers and researchers. It has been
uniquely designed to promote open dialogues, collaborative work and exploratory play
for all interested in defining the 21st century university.
A venue for any occasion. From group study work to conferences; the aims to be a
little different with its open, collaborative and unique spaces.

Capacity: 60 delegates
Offers: Wide screen screen and
unique setting
for alternative events
Optional extras:
Onsite catering and
event recording

the grass

The Grass is an open three-tiered astroturf amphitheatre designed to foster a relaxed
collaborative environment, ideal for talks, teaching, seminars, large meetings and discussions.
Viewing this space is highly recommended.

teaching room

The Teaching
Room is a large and
adaptable space,
suitable for any
occasion

Capacity: 40 delegates
cabaret, 50 theatre style
Offers: Projector and screen,
BluRay, iMac, movable tables and
chairs.
Onsite catering and event
recording also available

Capacity: 8 delegates
seated per room
Offers: Wide Screen, Mac
and Windows compatible
webcams, movable
tables and chairs

project rooms

Our three Project Rooms offer stylish, comfortable spaces to work in small groups. Circles,
Curves and Wood are ideal for workshop breakout spaces, project planning meetings and
Skype hangouts

meeting room

The Meeting Room is
a bright and comfortable
boardroom most suited to
planning meetings, Skype
and telephone conference
meetings and interviews.

Capacity: 12 delegates seated
Offers:
Wide screen, teleconferencing phone and
webcam

contact and pricing
room reservations can be complimentary to Coventry University staff
the grass

full day: £600*
half day: £400*

teaching room

We would like to offer the right space for you, if
you would like to reserve more than one space,
please contact us to arrange a visit and discuss a
suitable price.

full day: £500*
half day: £300*

For more information or to request
a viewing, contact us:

project rooms (per room)

+44 (0) 2477 659495
dmll@coventry.ac.uk

meeting room

dmll.org.uk

full day: £90
half day: £50

full day: 150*
half day: £80*

*please enquire about additional catering and event recording costs

Disruptive Media Learning Lab
Frederick Lanchester Library
Coventry University
Godford Street
CV1 5DD

